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CONSr:f.1RUCTION AND :.iu\.IlJTEHAHCE

of
KAl{SAS CITY BOUL3VARD PAVEI'KENTS

In the first years of the history of the Park
and Boulevard System of this city,

surfaces for

~oad

boulevards received careful consiaeration for people
were not satisfied with a good earth road well maintained.
As the years have passed and the great changes have come
in the methods of transportation, the evolution of pavements has had to keep pace with these changes.
The water-bound macadam surface was the first

adopted and for the pleasure vehicle traffic at that
time gave the highest satisfaction.

The water-bound

maoadam surface was constructed with materials obtainable
in tbis vicinity along the best lines then in practice.
That some of these macaaam surfaces are still in use
after fifteen years of service speaks well of their construction.

A number of different classes of materials

were used, but the specifications for the building of
the road were substantially the same.

The first macadam

roads were built 13 inches thick on a sub-grade that had
been thoroughly rolled and compaoted.

All soft places

were c leaned out and new mater.ial ad.ded.

Such wet places

as developed were drained with broken rock drains into
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the nearest catch basin or manhole.
sub-grade

w~s

On this prepared

placed 6 inches of stone, either hand-

broken in 6 inch cubes or crushed limestone running
to

5i

inches in size.

2~

This was thoroughly rolled with

a road roller weighing not less than 10 tons and suoh
depress ions as appeared Vlere patched. a.nd re- rolled until
the cross section was an even gradient 7 inches below
and parallel Ylith the finiShed surface.

On this base was

placed a secona .Jourse 4 inches thick constructed of

crushed limestone

1~

to 2t inches in size.

This was

thoroughly rolled and water finished with limestone screenings 3 inches below and parallel with the finished pavement.

On t1:is course wa.s plaoed 3 inches of Arkansas

tra.p rock of

l~

to

2~

inches in size.

Before rolling,

sufficient bank gravel was cast over the trap rock to
partially fill the voids and provide a softer material
to bond and obtain cementatious qualities for the water

finish.

This Arkansas trap was a very hard Diabase, dark

eray in color

~na

very difficult to bond with a roller

without the addition of the bank gravel which contained
a small amount of other fine material.

After the top

oourse had been flooded and rolled until there was no
creeping of the surface under the action of the roller.
s. top dressing of trap rock screenings
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·l

inch in thick-

D.OSS

was ad.ded.

This

~n&.cadam

surfC:lce

'Ti'laS

built 36 feet iNide

with 12. il}ch crown. Vll-:icb was the ztandaro 7:idtlJ. and
ar own of all boulevards.

A c oClb ined coner et e c 11Tb a:.cd

gutter 30 inches wide

8 inches high was placed juzt

an~

outside af the pavement

givi~E

a 40 feat

road~ay ~ro~

curb to curb.
Tl:e

inabilit~:

to obtain the trap roc.::::: in

sufficient quant ities to keep pace nit!:. the r&pid growth
of the boulevard

s~;'"steEl

necessitated a substit1lte and

native linestone for the top course 'rlas chosen.

IL. tLis

con.strtJ.ction only two courses vlere used, the first being
8 inches thick of hand.-broken stone ana. tl:e second 4
inches tbick of crushed stone

It

to

2t

inches in size.

The top course was finished with native limestone screenings and water, thoroughly rolled and

co!~acted.

Cross

walks of red :::'lissouri granite were constructed at each
st reet int ers ec t ion both across the bouleva.ra.s ana side
streets.

These were necessary at that time to give the

people a dry crossing on account of the excessive
sprinkling needed to
pavement.

la~r

the dust arising fro!fi the macadan

The range of prices for the wa.ter- bound macDdnr:!

was from SOy( tc $1.75 a square ~:--ard, depending upon the

length of haul.

Hat i ve 1it.1.estone was Vlorth at the r:orks

an average of $1.25 per cubic yard. while the Arkansas
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trap rock cost about $2.80 f. o. b. the works.
Owing to the increased automobile traffic and
the attending high maintenance due to water sprinkli21C"
,[lhioh softened the

roa.d and allowed a fast dis int e-

gretion of the surface, the laying of dust with oil
fast

CC~]O

into prominence.

In the fall of 1906 a suall

beginning was made, but in the spring and
1907

~

650,000 square

~/a.rds

Slll::t:'ler

of

of pavement \'1ere covered

with oil, some having two applications and others only
one.

This oil was applied

frm~

a regular unter

sprinkling wagon with a tin trough attached.

T}~is

trough was perforated with quarter inch holes wbich allowed a fairly even distribution.
~Vhen

the macadam was absolutely dry, a section

was barricaded and tbe surface was swept clean of dirt
and screenings.

These sweepings TIere left along the

edge of the gutter to protect the cement work ana also
to be handy tO,cast back over the oil after it had been
applied.

The entire surface of the pavement was flooded

with oil and thorouE'hly broomed to [tid in getting an
even a.istribution.

The sweepings and rock dust were

cast over the fresh oil to absorb such excess oil a.nd
to permit a roller to follow.
t~e

After thoroughly rolling,

boulevard was opened for use.
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The first application

of oil was at the rate of
cost
of

It¥

per square yard including the dust and labor

applying~

The oil used at this time was a Kansas

residuura of 20-21
per cent

i gallon per square yard and

o~

B~ume

gravity containing a very small

asphalt and had no bonding qualities.

This

oil cost 80¢ per barrel, f. o. b. Kansas City.
From the very first the use of oil for laying
dust was highly satisfactory for it not only made a
saving of 34 per oent the first year over the cost of
water sprinkling, but the great advantage was that it
kept the roads from raveling under the aotion of the
automobiles.

Instead of being harmful to the surface

the automobile assisted in rolling and making firmer
the oiled oushion.

The oost of roadway repairs was

lowered from the very beginning by the use of oil.
Previous to the use of oil as

8

dust layer, large damages

had to be repaired after each rain beca.use

of the

washes along the gutters, due to the steep grades.

The

large stones in the top course of the water-bound macadam
is a great advantage over roads constructed of small
crushed rock beoause as soon as the roaa is swept the
large stones are exposed and the layer of fine dust.
which is so common on the macadam road built of emaIl
stones, is almost totally eliminated.

This large stone

makes an ideal surface to receive the oil as the adhesion
will be perfect due to the absence of fine dust.
The successive

applicatio~s

of the oil and rock

dust have formed a mat or cushion on top of the macadam
which in places are as much as 3/4 of an inch thick.
This mat during the summer months remains flexible and
makes an id.eal surfec e for travel, but during the wint er
season the automobiles with their chains break up this
mat.

After the mat is broken, water stands in the de-

pressions and before long a deep hole is worn into the
macadam itself.
The failure of this oil mat on top of the waterbound macadam made it necessary to adopt some other form
of surface that would withstand the enormous automobile
travel at all times of the year.
The next surface was constructed of bituminous
macadam using the penetra.tion method and the first
bitumen used was the Tarvia.
inches thick in 3 layers.

This road was built 12

The base was 6 inches thick.

of large hand-broken limestone and rolled with a 10 ton
roller.

The next course was 4 inches thick of crushed

limestone of Ii to

2~

inches in size.

This course vres

water sealed with limestone screenings and after it had
thoroughly dried out, was covered with a 2 inch course
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of

crush~a

oourse.

limestone of the same size as the second

Into this was poured

It

which was cast limestone grit of

gallons 'of Tarvia over

t to ! inch in size.

Only such amount of grit was used as to thoroughly oover
the stone and allow a roller to pass over without pioking up the Tarvis.

The top course was rolled with a

tandem roller weighing 7 tons.

The method used in dis-

tributing the Tarvia was from tank wagons equipped with
a hose connection and with a fire box for maintaining
a constant heat.

After the surface had been in use for

a week or more it was given a light treatment of oil
•

similar to that used in oiling water-bound macadam.
This oil was applied by the park maintenance force and

was not a part of the contraotor's job.

The surface

was not swept before applying the oil and no dust or
screenings were cast over the fresh oil.

Just enough

oil was used to soften the Taxvi8 and absorb such dust
and grit as remained on the surface.
aoted

8S

This oil has

a weatherproofer eo that there has been no

coking or disintegrating of the Tarvia surface.
All the pavements laid under this specifioation
have been down a number of years and have given the
best of satisfaotion.

The cost of this olass of pave-

ment averages about $1.35 per square yard with the
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limestone costing $1.50 f. o. b. the job, Travis lO¥

8

gallon, labor $£.00 a day of 8 hours and teams $4.00 a
day :for 8 hours.

The increased amount of

tra~el

on the boulevards

during the past four years' has .caused an increase in the
width of the boulevards.

The standard boulevards are

now being oonstruoted 50 feet wide between the curbs,
thus making 46 feet of pavement between the gutters.

Also

with the use of the bituminous surface the crown has been
decreased to less than! inoh to the foot.
In 1911 the specifications for the construction
of boulevard

pavem~nts

were enlarged upon so as to in-

clude the penetration method of constructing bituminous
pavements by the use of asphalt produots.

These specifi-

cations provide for 3 courses of rook similar to the
construction of the Tarvia road above given.

But the

treatment of the top course is the important ohange in
the specifications.

The follOWing specifioations for

the asphalt binder is used:
"AsphaltiC Cement.

The asphaltic oement, oonsidered

apart from any mineral matter whioh it may oontain. shall
oon£orm to the following analysis:
(1)

It shall be free from water or decomposition

produots.
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~E0T PEN~Y- C01:Y.2plet.ed.

(2)
be

pres~nt

The various hydrocarbons composing it shall
in homogeneous solution, no oily or granular

constituent being present.
(3)

It must be of such oonsistency that at

perature of 25°

c.

8

tem-

a·No. 2 needle, weighted with 100

grams, will not in. five seconds penetrate more than
twelve, and less than eight and one-half millimeters.
The No. 2 needle referred to is

8.

common sewing needle

about one millimeter in diameter and tapering uniformly to a sharp point for one centimeter of its length.
(4)

When fifty grams of the material is maintained

at a uniform temperature of 163 0 C. for five hours in
an open cylindrical tin dish five and one-half oentimeter in diameter. with vertioal sides measuring approximately three and one-half centimeters in depth, the
loss in weight shall not exceed two per cent of the
original weight of the sample.
The penetration of the residue, when tested as
described in clause (3) with a No.2 needle under a load
of 100 grams, for five seconds at 25° O. shall be not
lesa than one-half the penetration of the original
material tested under the same conditions.
(5)

It shall be soluble in chemically pure carbon

disulphide (082) at air temperature to the extent of at
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least ninety-nine and one-haIr per aent.
(6)

It shall be soluble in 86° to 88° Baume

paraffin naptha. of which at least 85 per cent distills
between 35° and 65°

c.

to the extent of not less than 75

per cent nor more than 85 per cent of its bitumen as determined by clause (5).

(7)

Its solubility in carbon tetrachloride shall

not be more than one per cent less than its solubility
in carbon disulphide__ both tests being made at air

temperature.

(8)

It shall show of fixed carbon not more than

fifteen per cent.
(9)

It shall show a flashing point (New York state

Closed Oil Tester) of more than 205
(10)

0

C.

Its viscosity at a temperature of 0° C. shall

be not less than 0.15 grams.

Viscosity of asphaltic

cement by the terms of this contraot shall mean the
number of grams of asphaltic oement that will, in four
hours, be forced through a circular orifice one centimeter in diameter, by a pressure equal to that exerted
by a column of mercury 150 centimeters high.

The

asphaltic cement during this test shall be contained in
an iron cylinder 42 millimeters in diameter and 100
millimeters high, and the thickness of the plate through
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which the orifice is made shall not be more than two
millimet ers .
(11)

Its ductility, at a temperature of 25 0 C. shall

be not less than 20 centimeters or more tha.n 75 centimeters.

Ductility, by the terms of this contract, shall

be und.erstood to mea.n the distance in centimeters that
a cylinder of asphaltic cement, one centimeter in
diam.eter, can be drawn out at the rate of one oentimeter
per minute.

The drawing out shall be accomplished by

means of two similar clips cylindrical in form, of inside d.iameter of a.bout three centimeters, open at one
end· and having a concentric orifice one centimeter in
diameter through a circular plate, not more than 0.5
millimeters thick and covering the other end.

To make

a determination, one of the clips is placed on a
smooth surface with the open end down.

The other clip

is then placed on top of the first with the open end
up so that the one-centimeter orifices coincide.

The

hot asphalt cement is poured into the top one slowly
so as to fill both clips conpletely.

The temperature

of the asphaltic cement in then adjusted to the temperature of 25° C., and the clips pulled apart at the rate
of one centimeter per minute. n
Into the top course not less than
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2~

gallons

of asphaltic cement at a temperature of 350 0 Fahrenheit.
is poured, requiring two operations.

The first pouring

consisted of 2 gallons per square yard and
cast limestone grit of

t

to

i inch in size.

ov~r

this

v~s

This is

rolled with a 7 ton tandem roller. after which the excess grit and dust is swept off by means of hand brooms
and the second application of

~

to

. yard of asphaltic cement is added.

i gallon per square
This asphalt is

spread with rubber-lipped squeegees or fibre brooms.
Over this is cast the limestone grit and the surface
again rolled.

This class of pavement costs $1.45 a

square yard with asphaltic cement at $21.00 a ton f. o.
b. the works, the rock and labor being the same as for
the Tarvia specifications.
The equipment for applying the asphaltic cement
consists of two 500 gallon portable kettles and several
hand pouring pots.

This is a crude method of application.

but "<lith the squeegee makes a fairly uniform coating.
One of the main essentials in constructing this class
of pavement is the uniformity of distribution of the
bitumen.
From the results of the earlier pavements we
learned the important lesson on drainage of the subgrade
for most of the failures of the water-bound macadam
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primarily stnrted with poor drainage of the subgrade.
arainin~

Instead of

the subcrade,

OUT

only the wet places that

methon is to

la~,~

uf~e~r

in

2 drains of .± inch

unjointed, unglazed pipe near eacl: Lutter and 18 to 24
inches below the finished surface of the pavement.

This

drain tile i8 laid to a uniform slope and is connected

with the nearest catch basin or manhole.
Under the provisions of the ch8,rter. the city

is divided into park districts and the money for the
maintenance of the boulevards is raised by a levy on
the lana values of real estate in that district.

This

gives a constant fund in wLich to maintain the boulevards without Going through the red tape so often encountered in munic ipal work.

of the patrol system.

:.iainten8nce is by means

This patroling is done by repair

crews consisting of four men, one three horse

wagon~

one small tandem roller, one small porta.ble lrettle, which
constantly makes the rounds of the boulevards and park

roads fixing every break in the roed surface no ::latter
how small.

These

~agons

are mounted on low gears and

have special beds divided into three cOf:1:partments, one
cOf~lpartment

for tbe rock and large enough to hold 2700

pounds, one compartment for grit of such size as to hold
5400 pounds and the third for asphalt with
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8

storage

capacity of 3 barrels.

The small kettle has a capacity

of 150 gallons and is so constructed as to provide for
the a.ddition of asphalt from time to time, thus maintaining a constant supply of the hot asphalt.

These repair

crews also patch a.ll the cuts of the public service corporations made in the roadway of the boulevard.

All ex-

cavations in the boulevards are controled by permits
issued through the Park Board offioe and when these excavations are ready for backfilling, the office is
notified at least four hours in advance of such work in
order that an inspector may be sent out to see that the
backfilling is properly tamped dry and in such small
layers as to insure a cut that will not settle aftar being repaired.

The proper aare of excavations is a very

important detail in the proper maintenance of boulevard
surfac as f or there is as much damage aaused by these
excavations as there is from wear due to traffio.
Before the advent of the patrol system of
maintenance, which has only been adopted during the
past two years, a number of the boulevards were in such
condition that resurfacing was necessary.

This re-

surfacing is accomplished by park forces and consists
of placing

2i

inches of crushed limestone on top of

the old suxface in the following manner:
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the boulevard

is thoroughly swept with a rotary street broom to remove
such fine partie les of dust and oil that has accumulated.

Along each gutter a strip is exoavated to suoh a width
and depth as to permit tbe application of

2~

inches of

stone.

It

to 2 inches

This stone is native limestone of

in size and is placed on the old surface at least 2 stones
deep, whioh, after rolling, gives a finished surface of

2i

inches thick.

No scarifying or picking is done.

After

the surface has been sufficiently rolled to thoroughly
key the stone, Ii gallons of asphaltic oement, which

conforms to the specifications previously mentioned, is
poured by means of hand-pouring pots.

Over this is cast

limestone grit and thoroughly rolled.

The excess grit

is then swept off and a seal coat of

t

gallon of asphaltic

cement of the same grade is poured and grit used and
rolled as before.

A good many thousand yards of this

resurfacing has been done by the park maintenance force.
As an experiment only one pouring of asphaltic cement
was used

in the first resurfacing work, but after one

season it was necessary to go back and apply the seal
coat.

This work was done at a cost of about 40¢ per

square yard for the first treatment and 15¢ for the
seal coat with prioes the same as above qnoted.

There

are a number of these resurfaced boulevards that have
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GL..A.D-5T01'fE,. BODLE""V-ARD--5bo"tl"iY.2.9 .st.anclax-d bouleva.::r-rd cOl':!st.ract.ion.

been finished for two years and' they are in as good condition as when first constructed.
On one boulevard, which is subjected to very
heavy traffic on account of the absence of any direotly
parallel streets, a resurfacing contract was let that
called for a different material in the top course.

A

Wisconsin granite was specified for the wearing course
in the hopes of obtaining a stone sufficiently hard to
withstand the abrasion of the heavy steel tired traffic.
This granite, very
to

21

~ense

inches in size.

and closely grained, was

l~

The old water- bound msoad.am was

excavated to 3 inches below the finished surface of the
This was rolled., water-sealed and allowed to

pavement.

dry out before the granite was spread.
rolled and

2~

gallons of hot asphaltic cement was

poured and granite ohips of
over the surfaoe.

1- to i inch in size were cast

This was rolled, the excess chips

swept off and the seal coat of
was poured.

This was again

i

gallon per square yard

More chips were added and ·rerolled.

After the job had been in progress a week. the
first work completed began to show signs of breaking
up under traffic.

The method was· then changed by putting

the gra.nite top course down in two layers and adding
some limestone grit, causing the granite to bond under
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the aetion of the roller.

A layer of

l~

inches of

granite was spread over the subgrade as previously prepared and into this was cast limestone grit and 2 gallons
of asphaltic cement, more limestone grit used and this
layer rolled.

The top Ii inches of granite was then

placed, rolled and two additional gallons of asphaltic
oement used.

Over this was cast the granite grit and

rolled, after which the excess grit was swept off and
the seal coat of

t

gallon was used.

No more trouble

was experienced with the surface oracking"

but the. first

work completed had to be entirely removed and reconstructed according to this last method.

The pavement

gave very good satisfaction the rest of the season and
until the hot weather of the next year when the
asphaltic cement began to run or

bleed~

As soon as

the bleeding started, limestone grit and binder from

t to Ii inches was added from time to time in such
quantities as to absorb the excess asphalt.

This was

rolled with a. 10 ton roller longitudinally, w1:.ich pre-

vented waves from forming-

The surface ,has now passed

two seasons and is in very good condition.

Another type of resurfacing was built on a
park road.

The road was

original~aonetrueted

of 10

inches of crushed limestone in two courses, the first
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course being 6 inches thick ana using crushed stone of
It to 2t inches and the top course beine 4 inches thick
using about the same size stone.

In the resurfacing.

all loose l::1aterial was swept from the surface f/ith a

rotary broom, after which the top crust was broken w1th
a 10 tor; roller equipped r:ith spikes.

This was foll·:)I,';ed

with a scarifier which thoroughly loosened the surface
for a depth of at least 6 inches.

The large sized stones

were harrowed to the top by means of an heavily weighted
"A" shaped harrow-

The roadway was reshaped by the use

of a common road grader and where necessary new stones
added to bring the surface to an even gradient.

After

this had been thoroughly rolled with a 10 ton roller, 1
I

gallon of hot asphaltic cement was poured, limestone
grit added and rerolleB.

This construction gave a sur-

face that has been highly satisfactory for the past
three yea.rs and has not required any maintenance except
a light application of oil once a year.

The resurfacing

w6rk was done at a cost of about 30¢ per square yard.
This method is impractical
boulevards.

011

the 11ain traveled

The internal wear of the surface has ground

the large stones into such small ones that no amount of
harrowing would give a surface suitable for pouring.
With the constant changes in roadway specifica-
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tions has come changes in the oiling methods for although
the bi tlu1inous macadam surface makes a resisting :pavement
for auto travel, it is not absolutely dustless.

The old

gravity oil sprinkler has been replaced with a pressure

distributor that gives a very even distribution of the
oil and the amount of oil used can be controlled to a
fractional part of a gallon.

This pressure oiler was

made in the Park Board shops and consists of a centrifical pump attached to a steel oil tank mounted on the
running gears of the former water sprinklers.

This pump

is driven by sproketa and chains connected to a rear
wheel.

The pressure is controlled by a pressure valve

TIhich is worked by the operator who rides at the rear of
the tank.

The oil is distributed by means of one-half

inch pipes constructed in the shape of a T.

Three

spray nozzles are connected with this pipe and have a
sprinkling range covering 20 feet of the roadway.

These

nozzles are controlled by a oombination of levers or a
separate lever so that they may all be put into aation
or that one or more may be shut off.

Limestone dust

is still used over the fresh oil, but in very small
amounts.

In this method only one-half of the roadway

is oiled on the same day thereby allowing travel the
use of the boulevard at all times.
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The average oiling is done at

t~e

rate of .07

of a gallon per square yard ana at a cost of $.004 per
square ;YT8.rd, wn.ich includes the cost of tl"'Le oil and the
cost of the dust ana. labor of applylnz same.

Tl:e oil

used is a Kansas residulun oil of 19 degrees Baume
gravity and costs

2~t

a gallon loaded into the oil wagon.

The present specification for the bitruninous
macaae"~-~l

inches

provides for o:-;.ly 2 courses, the .base being 9
th.i~k

a.na the top 3 inches thick.

Large hand-

broken limestone in such sizes as not to exceed 9 inches
is used in the base and crushed limestone
inches in the top course.
small stone, grit

added

l~

to

2~

Over the base course is cast

and rolled until tl-;.e v'oids are

sealed to prevent the asphalt from penetra.ting too deep .
The top course with the same amount and grad.e of asphal t

is applied similar to the previous specifications.
There is probably no form of engineering work
so constantly before the people as road ·building.

That

the ideal pavement must be durable, noiseless, easily

cleaned, easily and cheaply maintained, have low tractive
resistance, lo"VI! original cost an,i an aesthetic surface
are points that are absolutely without argrunent, but
whether the bituminous macadam pavement now being used
will fill the above requirements is still a debated
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question and one that time 'will be able to answer better
than the engineers of today.
But with the great development of motor transportation and the advent of the large motor busses. the
paving of the future boulevard assu.rnes a place along side
of the trafficway problem.

That some harder snrface is

surely to follow this enormous increase of traffic is
without question.

Just what that SUTface ii/ill finally

be is one of conjecture, but the improved method·of
treating and laying creosoted blocks is fast bringing
this class of road surface to the place of fulfilling
the requirements of the ideal pavement.
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